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Abstract
This thesis concerns the theoretical analysis and the software development of a communi-
cation protocol for inertial units. The applied solution is used for aerobatic competitions
with application of control and diagnostic but mainly focused on online transmission of
measured data. The objective of this report is to provide a complete communication pro-
tocol with the example of an implementation. All definitions and analysis are included to
devise and develop equivalent projects.
Aquesta tesi tracta sobre l’anàlisi teòric i el desenvolupament pràctic d’un protocol de
comunicacions per a unitats mòbils inercials. L’aplicació concreta és destinada per l’ús en
competicions d’acrobàcies aèries focalitzada al control i diagnòstic però sobretot a la trans-
missió de mesures en temps real. L’objectiu d’aquest informe és proporcionar un complert
protocol de comunicacions amb la seva corresponent implementació. Totes les definicions
i els anàlisis han estat inclosos per tal d’idear i desenvolupar projectes equivalents.
vi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Although aerobatics as an activity was mainly born for entertainment by the aviation
professionals, nowadays has become such a specialization. Hence, there is no doubt that
its improvements have a strong connection with advances in technology and, if anything,
they have boosted positioning systems and telecommunications in general.
Orfanic Telemetry project is born from the desire to design and implement a complete
positioning system in order to track exhibitions, oﬀering good features inside the demand-
ing framework in which teams are exposed to. This thesis concerns the part of a software
development installed on the base station which deals with aircrafts’ communication pro-
tocol. Indeed, this module is responsible of the sending and reception of data looking
after their reliability and ensuring its proper reception in case of damage. The goal is the
software to keep on generating low level structures of data which, after being transmitted,
are capable by themselves to be delivered to legitimate addressees and, simultaneously, it
is dedicated to disassemble received data and prepare it for its processing.
This thesis’ report is organized in sections focusing on diﬀerent aspects involved in this
module. First chapter is dedicated to describe magnitudes needed to be measured on these
specific kind of aircrafts, corresponding technologies installed on them: GPS and motion
sensors, and how they work.
In the second part, it is given an overall description of all system modules in order
to comprehend where is the thesis’ goal, as well as, a diagram to understand how are
measurement peripherals connected to the microcontroller which gathers and sends infor-
mation. Subsequently, it is provided an overview of available messages followed by detailed
transmission’s protocol with error management.
Afterwards, on the third chapter, it is given a further explanation about these messages’
composition and how error detections are done through an algorithm. Regarding every field
on the frame, it is given an analysis about considerations done to choose this solution in
between other options or problems that can arise from each one. Thereafter, messages are
1
explained in detail giving special attention how slots of data are filled emphasizing the
navigation ones which, after all, carry the desired information.
Finally, it is provided a brief description about considerations done in our implemen-
tation of the software together with a schematic of its behaviour.
In overall, the reader is capable to understand and justify how communication protocol
used in Orfanic Telemetry has been devised and carried out.
2
Chapter 2
On-board inertial navigation system
2.1 Introduction
The necessity to account for a vehicle’s geographical and temporal characteristic is a need
that has been recognised since the dawn of modern civilisation. Such measuring systems
have been improving throughout history starting from the most rudimentary mechanisms,
which dealt with land surveying or simple measurements, to the cutting-edge technology
concerning sensors or global positioning.
The ultimate purpose has always been to be able to determine the most accurate posi-
tion in a relevant reference system in order to either optimise the precision of the route or
increase safety. For the case concerning aircrafts, tracking accuracy and safety are strongly
connected and more so in acrobatics. Today, with the current advancement of telecom-
munication technology, the value of on-board positioning systems has lost advantages to a
less expensive base station navigation assessment.
2.2 Aircraft’s tracking parameters
Every machine capable to fly requires a three-dimensional measuring system which incor-
porates longitudinal, latitudinal and radial distances with regards to some reference on the
Earth’s surface. Initially altimeters worked on air pressure, timing for signal response or
radar technology; it was only in the mid-nineties, after two decades of testing and cali-
brating, that commercial aviation introduced GPS. For the case in study, it is important
to emphasize the functional insuﬃciency of simple three-dimensional positioning[1][2].
The aircraft in consideration for field test is a Sukhoi Su-31M aerobatic aircraft (see
figure 2.1). Su-31M is a light and powerful aircraft used only for top-level aerobatics
contests and demanding air shows. Its performances include non-conventional movements
through the air such as rotations around its own axes, hence, other systems have to be in
3
Figure 2.1: Sukhoi Su-31M aircraft
consideration in order to solve its extra degrees of freedom.
Additionally, it needs to be in consideration a proper sample frequency in order to
elaborate the track. The aircraft can reach velocities up to 350 Km/h and can rotate to a
maximum of 600º/s but normally the dynamic of movements in exhibitions is far to reach
these values. A good sample rate to have the desired resolution regarding that the system
it is not going to work at the maximum magnitudes is generally between 5 and 10 Hz1.
The final selection of the positioning system consists of a combination between GPS
and inertial sensors based in MEMS technology.
2.3 Global Positioning System
2.3.1 Description
GPS is a satellite based positioning system conceived by the US government during the
70’s. The system is capable to provide location to every place on the earth within line of
sight2.
The operational GPS satellites are nominally maintained within 24 orbital slots. These
slots reside within circular orbits inclined 55º with respect to the equatorial plane. Four
1To determine this value it has to be in consideration the Nyquist Theorem in which the frequency of
sampling has to be at least two times the maximum frequency to be measured, fm ≥ 2B. In this case,
talking in terms of the aircraft’s revolution speed, it can rotate up to 600º/s which is equivalent to 1,66
Hz. Hence, fm ≥ 3, 33Hz.
2The wavelength of L1 carrier is about 19cm which can not go through the majority of objects.
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Figure 2.2: Representation of the GPS constellation
slots are contained in each of six orbital planes, with an orbital radius of 26,559 Km3. The
period of rotation around the Earth for each satellite is 11 hours and 56 minutes which
corresponds to 12 hours in sidereal time4.
2.3.2 Navigation message
The navigation message consists of 25 frames of data, each frame consisting of 1,500 bits.
Each frame is divided into 5 subframes of 300 bits each (see Figure 2.3). At the 50 Hz
transmission rate, it takes 6 seconds to receive a subframe, 30 seconds to receive one data
frame, and 12.5 minutes to receive all 25 frames. Subframes 1, 2, and 3 have the same data
format for all 25 frames. This allows the receiver to obtain critical satellite-specific data
within 30 seconds. Each subframe begins always with the telemetry word (TLM) which is
necessary for synchronization. Then the transference word (HOW) appears enabling rapid
commutation from the C/A code to the P code5[4].
The content of each of the subframes is the following (see Figure 2.3):
• Subframe 1: Contains information about the parameters to be applied to satellite
clock status for its correction. These values are the coeﬃcients that allow to convert
3Circular orbits placed in this region of the space are called MEO.
4Sidereal time accounts for timekeeping of the Earth’s rotation with respect to the stars[3].
5C/A and P(t) are the signals broadcasted by every satellite in DSSS with rectangular symbols in phase
quadrature
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Figure 2.3: GPS navigation frame
time on board to GPS time. It also has data about satellite health condition and
information about message ambiguity.
• Subframes 2 and 3: These subframes contain satellite ephemeris.
• Subsection 4: This subframe contains the ionospheric model parameters (to correct
the ionospheric refraction), UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) information, part
of the almanac and indications of whether it is enabled on each satellite the Anti-
Spoofing, A / S (which transform the P code in the encrypted code Y).
• Subsection 5: contains the almanac data and the status of the constellation. This
allows a quick identification of which satellites are transmitting the received signals.
25 frames are needed to complete the almanac.
2.3.3 Principles of positioning
The method in which GPS is based on to solve the receiver position is the mathematic
principle of trilateration.
Trilateration methods involve the determination of absolute or relative locations of
points by measurement of distances using the geometry of spheres or triangles. In GPS,
distance is established from diﬀerent sources by measuring the elapsed time between the
emission and reception of a signal and multiplying it by the speed of propagation[5].
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Figure 2.4: Example of trilateration for two-dimensional case
In a two-dimensional supposition, the reception of only one signal allow receiver to
position itself into a circumference centered on the transmitter. With the reception of
three diﬀerent signals there is no ambiguity on the solution as it is shown in the figure
2.4. Therefore, the comprehension of the three-dimensional case is an extension of the
two-dimensional case with spheres.
The basic equation to calculate distance from a known source in a easy reference system
is:
d = c(m/s) ·￿t(s)
Where c is the speed signal through the space6 and t is the diﬀerence between emission
and reception times.
Receivers measure the time of arrival due to the first slots of the frame which contains
the TLM. To extract the satellite signal the receiver uses code correlation techniques. An
internal replica of the TLM incoming signal is generated and aligned with the received
satellite signal, detection of a maximum on the correlation function establishes that time7.
6Radio waves travel at the speed of light (300,000 Km/s) through the vacuum but the atmosphere is
composed by gaseous mass which has an slow down eﬀect over it.
7Note that the multipath eﬀect over the signal can have serious consequences to make a proper detection.
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Once receiver identifies the beginning of a frame, sending time is included on the navigation
message8.
To obtain the exact position, a GPS receiver must locate at least 3 satellites that
serve as benchmarks. Actually that is not a problem because usually there is always 8
satellites within the "sight" of any GPS receiver. To determine the exact location of the
orbit where satellites should be at any given time, receivers have an electronic almanac in
its memory that contains this data. If a receiver does not have the almanac and position
information stored, this enters a "search the sky" operation that systematically searches
the PRN codes9 until lock is obtained on one of the satellites in view. Once one satellite
is successfully tracked, the receiver can demodulate the navigation message data stream
and acquire the current almanac as well as the health status of all the other satellites in
the constellation.
Subsequently, variation of position is established through the carrier signal phase which,
having higher frequency, allows to detect small changes without the need of wait until the
next synchronization code[7].
2.3.4 Sources of Error
GPS positioning accuracy is limited by a wide range of diﬀerent sources of error. To give
a detailed explanation of every kind of error and the techniques to improve accuracy, are
beyond the scope of this thesis but it is going to be given a mention and classification of
the most relevant.
Errors can be classified as either common mode or non-common mode. Common mode
errors have nearly identical eﬀects on all receivers operating in a limited geographic area (<
50 km). Non-common mode errors can vary between just two antennas set at a minimum
antenna separation[8].
2.3.4.1 Common mode errors:
• Dispersive ionospheric error: Solar activity ionize electrons and positive charged ions
placed in the ionosphere which refract electromagnetic waves sent by satellites and
causes an elongation of the signal runtime.
• Non-dispersive atmospheric errors: Signal propagation is aﬀected in the troposphere
by the specific weather conditions (e.g. temperature, humidity...).
8Note that the system become useless without a perfect synchronization of clocks in both devices.
9Each satellite of the GPS constellation is identified by a PRN code, PRN codes have eﬃcient auto-
correlation and cross-correlation properties in order to prevent mutual interference[6].
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• Satellite clock bias: The oﬀset of the satellite clock with respect to GPS time scale,
causes error on the synchronism aﬀecting the emission time.
• Ephemeris error: Caused by the diﬀerence between the expected and actual orbital
position of a GPS satellite.
• Relativistic errors: The rate of advance of two identical clocks, placed one in the
satellite and the other on the terrestrial surface, will diﬀer due to the diﬀerence of
the gravitational potential (general relativity) and to the relative speed between them
(special relativity).
2.3.4.2 Non-common mode errors:
• Oﬀset of the receiver clock: The oﬀset of the receiver clock on GPS time scale, causes
error on the synchronism aﬀecting the reception time.
• Multipath error: The interference by multipath is generated when a signal arrives,
by diﬀerent ways, at the antenna. Its principal cause is the antenna closeness to
reflecting structures, and it is important when signals comes from satellites with low
elevation.
• Instrumental delays error: Caused by delays before processing data. Possible sources
of these delays are antennas, cables, as well as diﬀerent filters used in receivers and
satellites.
• Wind-up: Problem associated with the antenna orientation, both at the satellite and
at the receiver. In the apparent distance measured by the carrier phase, rotation
between antennas alters the angle value thus, this measurement of distance,
• Ambiguity phase: Ambiguity on the acquisition of an integer number of the wavelengths
regarding the measurement of the apparent distance by the carrier phase. As the
variation of position is computed with the variation of the received phase, missing a
frame leads to lose the knowledge of integer number of wavelengths.
• Random measurement noise: Any other source of error not being modeled to all
eﬀects previously mentioned.
All sources of error somehow involve a misleading perception of the time of arrival crucial
for the system to work. The uncertainty on positioning as a consequence of errors can be
understood as it is shown in the figure 2.5. This approximated measurement of distance is
called pseudorange.
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Figure 2.5: Dilution of precision caused by errors
Figure 2.6: Magnitudes which alters pseudorange
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An idea of the magnitudes that these errors can cause to the pseudorange measurement
are shown in the figure 2.6.
Numerous techniques to minimise all these unwanted eﬀects have been developed and
they are still currently under study. Amongst them, the most important are the ionospheric
free combination, narrow lane and wide lane combinations and ionospheric combination.
Moreover, some other technologies have been implemented to improve accuracy such as
DGPS or SBAS.
2.3.5 Weaknesses
Three-dimensional coordinate systems as Cartesian or spherical, in which GPS is based,
are able to solve the position of an element on the space but are not capable to distinguish
its orientation.
The GPS system was initially developed by U. S. Department of Defense for military
usage exclusively[9]. GPS has since expanded into the commercial market but it must be
kept in mind that civil users are subjected to decisions of the United States government
according their international aﬀairs. Reliability of the accuracy provided can be controlled
enabling encryption mechanisms over the P(t) signal or even be given misleading infor-
mation regarding prediction of the clock fluctuation. These mechanisms can be remotely
activated over any specific area of the Earth.
2.4 MEMS inertial sensors
Microelectromechanical Systems technology is a revolutionary enabling technology10. MEMS
defines both, the methodologies to develop the microelectromechanical systems and the sys-
tems themselves, and it’s a widely applied technology on the inertial measurement units.
As shown in table 2.1 and figure 2.7, MEMS are the most cost-eﬀective technology
which fits the specifications required for the application.
Today, MEMS inertial sensors are mounted on a wide array of devices, such as ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes, pressure, temperature, and humidity sensors, micromirrors, micro-
heat exchangers, microfluidics, micropumps, etc. Which are being introduced to a large
list of applications[11].
MEMS, and more specifically capacitive accelerometers and gyroscopes, are currently
replacing previous common everyday life devices due to a combination of factors. They have
a simple structure which involves low cost fabrication, they have low power consumption,
10Enabling technologies are defined as invention or innovation of equipments or methodologies that
provides the means to generate giant leaps in performance and increase the capability of the user[10].
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Application
Area Uses Range Bias Stability
Navigation
Aircraft
Spacecraft/Satellite
Land Cruise Missile
200 deg/sec 0.01-0.1 deg/hr
Tactile Missiles
Air-to-surface
Air-to-land
Air-to-surface
200 deg/sec 0.1-100 deg/hour
Automotive
Navigation
Airbags
ABS/TCS
Active suspension
100 deg/sec 0.001-1 deg/sec
Medical and
Consumer
electronics
Microsurgery
Camcorders
Robotics
10-100 deg/sec 0.1 deg/sec
Table 2.1: Range and bias stability requirements for gyroscopes for diﬀerent applications
Figure 2.7: Cost - Instability in performance of diﬀerent technologies of Inertial Measure-
ment Units
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Figure 2.8: Capacitive accelerometer
high sensitivity and reliability as well as low nonlinearity, low temperature dependency,
low noise, and low drift[12].
In order to measure position variations, the aircraft is equipped with a MPU-6000 from
InvenSense which is an integrated system consisting of a three axis accelerometer sensors,
three axis gyroscope sensors and a microprocessor [13].
2.4.1 Accelerometer
An accelerometer is a device that measures the vibration, or acceleration of motion of
a structure. This acceleration caused by forces may be static, like the constant force of
gravity pulling at your feet, or they could be dynamic[14].
There are diﬀerent types of accelerometers and multiple ways to process and analyse
the data. However, the underlying physical principle consists of a movable proof mass
connected to a fixed frame via spring-like structures that is displaced when an external
acceleration takes place. The proof mass, displaced from its rest position, is detected by
a sensor. The magnitude of this displacement is proportional to the magnitude of the
acceleration and inversely proportional to the stiﬀness of the spring-like structures. Hence,
the acceleration input that is applied to the sensor is measured in terms of the proof mass
displacement in the sensor[12].
In capacitive accelerometers, which adopt a diﬀerent sensing scheme, the proof mass
displacement is detected with the change in the capacitance between the proof mass and
the sense electrodes. This mechanism is the one used on devices. In the figure 2.8 it is
shown an implementation of a MEMS capacitive accelerometer.
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2.4.2 Gyroscope
A gyroscope is a sensor that measures external angular velocity. Like the accelerometer,
the gyroscope converts the angular velocity input into its proof mass displacement. In
order to obtain such a conversion the gyroscope makes use of the Coriolis acceleration
principle11. First, the proof mass of the gyroscope is vibrated on one axis, and then when
there is an external angular velocity, the proof mass starts vibrating on another axis due
to Coriolis acceleration principle. The second vibration magnitude is proportional to the
angular velocity input magnitude. Hence, the sensing scheme of the gyroscope extracts the
magnitude of the input angular velocity with extracting the magnitude of the secondary
vibration.
For capacitive gyroscopes, electrostatic forces between the proof mass and the drive
electrodes induce the primary vibrations. The proof mass displacement due to secondary
vibrations is measured through the change in capacitance between the proof mass and the
sense electrodes. This is similar to the case of capacitive accelerometers[12].
2.4.3 Weaknesses
Inertial measurement has an excellent reliability in positioning an object regarding the
sensors mentioned, position and rotation, but it is not able by itself to start tracking
within a reference system out of its bounds. In other words, it is a system providing
relative position from an unknown initial point which needs to be determined beforehand.
In addition, measuring variation of position results in accumulating errors since the
initial point. It has to be taken into account that, for long enough tracking, the addition
of all these errors can lead to a highly inaccurate final position.
2.5 Combination of GPS and inertial MEMS sensors
The final positioning system turns out to be a combination of both due the lack of some
essential features in each one.
GPS provides positioning over a unique inertial reference system, the Earth, enabling
to establish the initial point of the track. An advantage of GPS is that the signal is
broadcasted without any feedback allowing an undetermined number of users in parallel
using it. Moreover, in terms of cost, being all the system already implemented, the price
of a receiver for a civil user is aﬀordable.
Being set an initial point, inertial sensors work over it determining relative displace-
ment. Before taking oﬀ, it is assumed that plane is in normal position starting the track
11An acceleration which arises as a result of motion of a particle relative to a rotating system
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of its angular motion from the GPS mark and solving all the degrees of freedom.
However, it must be taken into account that sensors never set the new position as an
independent value from the previous measurements. As a consequence, all small errors are
being accumulated during the track turning to be an important source of error after certain
period of time. It is considered that re-calibration of MEMS sensors of sharp movements
must be done every 15 or 20 minutes whereas slight ones allow this period to increase until
1 hour. Aerobatics is a case in which sensors can accumulate errors faster.
In order not to accumulate enough errors to have a misleading position it is possible to
use GPS again to correct inertial sensors. In every aerobatic flight there are some occasions
in which the plane flies almost perfectly in horizontal normal flight hence, assuming that
inclination is near zero, synchronizations with GPS can be done by setting sensor calibra-
tion oﬀset to values expected in this position. Fortunately, however, the average time of
competitions is about 20 minutes12, for this reason, normally no corrections are needed.
On the other hand, MEMS sensors are capable to provide sample rates until 100 Hz
which exceeds the needs of the system that, as mentioned before, for an exhibition between
5 and 10 Hz is enough. However, this is a point in favour in order to make the system
more reliable in case of need.
12Time of competitions is strongly related with the fuel tank capacity that in this kind of airplanes, is
about 60 liter and their consumption about 120 liter/hour.
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Chapter 3
Communication protocol
Understanding how device gather information of its position, next chapters are going to
focus on the description of the whole communication system. From an overall view, con-
cerning all involved modules, to a detailed explanation about the Communication Module
which has been developed as the aim of this thesis.
3.1 General system overview
System is divided basically in two parts, the control unit with the peripherals installed on
the plane and server module installed on the ground station. Once data is gathered, it is
possible to add another conceptual block regarding its usage by client applications. But it
is beyond the scope of this document considered for future work.
A modular description of the system in a common configuration during performances
is represented in the figure 3.1. This figure also takes into account other configurations
that are allowed when the system is on the ground and can exist a direct connection to
the base station.
In the figure 3.2 is given a more detailed view of the peripherals within the device.
Positioning information needed is provided by a GPS module, an angular rate sensor and
gyro force sensor modules which are duplicated in order to obtain more accuracy. The
point is to gather the same information twice but with diﬀerent range, as a result, it allows
to detect small variations and wrong measurements. Sensors are responsible of collecting
inertial measurements of the aircraft whereas GPS module gathers and processes GPS data
from satellites.
On one hand, microprocessor on the plane, which is an Atmel ATxmega128A1, is
responsible to gather incoming data from all sensors, allowing to store it to the external
memory. On the other hand, it is in charge to deal with communication ports, caring of the
reception of data, process regarding current frame specifications and delivery. Periodically,
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frames are sent through the RS232 interface connected to a radio modem which enables
communication with the station.
The main function of the station is to receive this information, disassemble and store
it, allowing other applications to evaluate it1. This is the point in which this thesis is
focused, to devise and implement the Communication Module responsible to set the com-
munication protocol with the device. More explicitly, this module is responsible to receive
data incoming through serial port, disassemble it into the diﬀerent preestablished fields
and evaluate its reliability in order to warn user or ask for the information again. After
this module, Data Acquisition Module is going to be able to process data regarding its
corrpution.
The most common functionality of the software is the constant receiving of navigation
and diagnostic messages, but it also allows the possibility to interact with the device on
the reverse channel setting configuration parameters about this reception. Also, firmware
installed on the device can be updated or verified from the station in this reverse channel.
In these circumstances is the station who assemble messages and the device the one who
process and execute some operations.
To understand better how is the communication, a deeper explanation is the focus of
next sections introducing all kinds of message and the protocols associated to them.
3.2 Communication messages classification
They are going to be split up into two categories: ones sent by the station and ones sent
by devices, in order to understand better their diﬀerences on the established protocol.
3.2.1 Uplink messages
Generally speaking, this kind of messages allow the user to interact with devices in order to
set specifications about the communication, care about the status of the firmware installed
or reset default parameters. The only information given to the user is a feedback provided
as a consequence of these messages. Indeed, in order the user to know if messages has been
received properly on the device, the aircraft replies to every message with an acknowledge
message informing about it.
Configuration messages
Configuration messages allow user to set remotely new parameters concerning the commu-
nication with devices.
1As it is shown in the figure 3.1 this applications can be either part of the same receiving station or
remote clients.
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All parameters must be set previously to aerobatic flights, however, configuration mes-
sages are able to change all of them in real time in case of need. These messages configure
parameters such as: device’s address, time and date, ports used or the expected format of
the information received.
Firmware messages
Firmware messages interact over the firmware installed on the device.
These functionalities are used in few occasions, being restricted only during periods
of system maintenance and checking procedures before or after the flights. Operations
provided on the firmware are: update to a new version or verify current version.
3.2.2 Downlink messages
These messages content the system’s desired information about position of plane and the
health of it.
Navigation information, which is the goal to receive, consists the majority of data sent,
however, it is not implicit that is the only desired information. System is also caring about
the state of the microcontroller and peripherals making some tests and diagnostics. These
are sent periodically to the station setting a valuable source of information. Moreover, as
explained before, all messages in the reverse channel have the need of confirmation which
are a fundamental contribution on the system’s well development.
Acknowledgement messages
ACK messages are responsible to give the feedback about incoming communications from
the station.
Microcontroller on plane elaborates this message after having computed their checksum
with information about the previous communication. Possible replies are: properly recep-
tion of the message, invalid checksum computation, unknown received message or general
error.
Diagnostic messages
In this group of messages is included all the diagnostics that device is able do about itself.
All these diagnostics and error control are done by the microcontroller continuously but
they are not automatically sent to the station, it must be the user who asks for reports.
These messages provide information about the current addresses used, identification in
the device’s hardware and software, diagnostics of power, tests, any kind of unexpected
internal message or summaries about the current port and message configurations.
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Navigation messages
Navigation messages are frames composed by all data regarding position, time and other
measurements in order to establish the track.
As it is been explained before, there are diﬀerent sources to gather position installed on
the plane: GPS and MEMS sensors, which are duplicated in order to have more accuracy.
There are also installed peripherals that measure pressure through barometric sensors and
heading direction through magnetic field sensors. The Microcontroller receives all this
information and includes them to frames which periodically are being sent. However, it is
up to user decide which of all of these sources are going to be received on the station so, as
well as diagnostic messages, it is need a previous configuration to define how the message
is going to be built.
Extended navigation messages
Extended navigation messages contain all measurements from sources which are not in-
cluded in the previous messages.
Some specific applications might have other variables to be measured which are going to
determine some special necessities. The unit is prepared to have extension cards connected
in order to allow measuring peripherals, however, it must be taken into account that this
features are not going to be tolerated by every aircraft. This is not a problem because
positioning system is completely independent of it and not all situations have the need of
it.
For instance, some applications could be: pilot’s conditions measurements such heart
beating rate or blood pressure or control yoke positioning.
3.3 The protocol data flow
3.3.1 Protocol overview
The protocol defines the procedures to be followed between the station and the device to
communicate each other.
In this network the node which cares actively of the protocol is the station whereas
the device acts in a more passively way. In terms of communication, the device just have
to reply with an ACK message whatever it is asked for, or periodically keep on sending
navigation, diagnostic and extended navigation messages.
As it has been explained before, in all messages sent by the station is required an ACK
in order to know which has been the result of the operation. On the other hand, messages
21
Figure 3.3: Standard protocol of the system
sent by the device are just received and analysed by the station without any confirmation.
Thus, in case of absence of perturbations2 behaviour of system is shown in the figure 3.3.
In every communication is done a diﬀerentiation between the period in which the system
is prepared and the period in which data is provided. These periods correspond to the
stage previous to the flight and the flight itself.
During the configuration period it is set which kind of navigation information is the
station expecting to receive and in which frequency it is going to be sent. Similar configu-
ration is needed by all desired data which can be provided by the diagnostic messages and
extended navigation messages. Moreover, if there is any kind of operation which concerns
2Here, perturbations are referred to all possible sources of noise, interferences or errors during data
processing.
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Figure 3.4: Protocol in multiple messages sent by the station
to deal with the firmware also must be done before the plane takes oﬀ. Once messages are
configured device starts to send them all until the communication is over. However, there
is no restriction on considering to change the configuration during the flight in case of need.
Also, firmware changes could be applied, but they are considered extremely dangerous in
terms of ensuring that the track is going to be gathered. For this reason, it is preferable
not to use firmware messages during the flight.
3.3.2 Protocol specifications
Having given a general explanation about which messages exist and which is the expected
behaviour of the system, this point is going to focus on the detailed specifications needed
when exceptions occur.
3.3.2.1 The handling of ACK
It has to be taken into account that an ACK message has no reference to the message that
it is replying to, therefore, it is not allowed to send more than one message from the station
before having finished the previous communication. In other words, user is not allowed by
protocol to send more than one message at the same time having to wait for the previous
ACK to be received. This is shown in figure 3.4. Subsequently, station is able do a new
petition to send the following one.
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Figure 3.5: Protocol for messages sent by the station in a channel with disturbances
3.3.2.2 Presence of errors in uplink channel
In case that message delivered to the aircraft is aﬀected by any source of error the device
generates a negative acknowledgement as a reply. NAK messages includes all kinds of ACK
messages which informs of an error whatever it is the source.
As it is shown in the figure 3.5, every time in which a NAK is received by the station
this has to perform two functions: inform the user that there has been an error during the
communication and re-send automatically the previous message to the aircraft. It is set in
the communication module that, if after a specified number of attempts the communication
has not been successful, station stops trying to deliver this messages assuming either the
channel is noisy or there is an implicit error on the message. Otherwise, system would
get stuck for two reasons: user would be disabled on communicating with the device as
a consequence of the multiple ACK restriction (see subsection 3.3.2.1) and device would
keep on processing useless information decreasing capabilities to deal with its own tasks.
For the same reason, it must be taken into account cases in which message is lost
during the communication. This phenomenon arises as a result of diﬀerent causes such
as, an extreme noisy channel in which frame becomes unrecognizable, too weak reception
of signal power due to propagation, etc. To avoid problematics, it is set a timeout on
the communication module which once expired, automatically re-sends the frame to the
aircraft. Again, there is a restriction concerning the number of possible attempts. Shown
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Figure 3.6: Protocol for lost messages sent by the station
in figure 3.6.
3.3.2.3 Presence of errors in downlink channel
As it has been mentioned before, all messages coming from the device have no confirmation
from the station. In this case, when the station notice that there has been sent a message
aﬀected by an error, the only action which can be done is to deliver it to the user with a
warning mark. Even, in a worse context in which message becomes lost, neither station
nor aircraft have evidence of it. However, this is not true at all due to messages’ sending
periodicity which is established by the station in advance, hence, it can be noticed that
there is a slot missing (See figure 3.7).
In conclusion, when a message coming from the aircraft is corrupted, either is the
station aware or not, there is no chance to ask for a retransmission and, as a result, data
included becomes lost. However, regarding the same reason which is explained in more
detail in the section checksum on the next chapter, it is not important at all if the system
loses a small percentage of data.
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Figure 3.7: Protocol for error and lost messages sent by the aircraft
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Chapter 4
Communication protocol frame
definition
Once it is defined how communication is established, this chapter is going to focus on the
detailed information contained in every message.
Every message, or frame, is an individual group of bytes containing all necessary infor-
mation to be sent through a channel, be delivered to a proper addressee and be checked
about its reliability. Information on every message is distributed in a logic way into slots
representing diﬀerent fields of information as it is shown in the figure 4.1. These fields
play a diﬀerent role inside the communication and, as a consequence, their value and their
sequence inside the frame is relevant. It must be pointed out that this individuality of
every message remains even if frames are sent as a stream of data through the channel.
The channel is composed by a wired section until a radio modem which swaps to a
wireless interface. The immediate standard dealing with the software is RS-232 in which
is defined that every unit of information is composed by eight bits. Hence, all parameters
are defined over the byte as an elemental unit. Finally, it is up to the user to define
communication’s baud rate through the serial port which is going to be determinative in
all the communication.
Figure 4.1: Message structure
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4.1 Synchronization
Synchronization bytes are used to determine the beginning of a new frame in asynchronous
communications. Detection of new frames is produced with the detection of the known
pattern by receivers. Immediately after, data is gathered and processed, hence, its position
in the frame is invariably at the beginning. It must be cleared that synchronization bytes
does not contain information by themselves due to they are deterministic and that it must
exist a previous agreement between both sides. Moreover, apart from determining the
beginning of a frame, they also allow to distinguish which information in the channel is
trying to be delivered and which other belong to other communications1.
4.1.1 Synchronization symbols
In this system, synchronization pattern consist of two byte characters which is preestab-
lished that in ASCII code are ’O’ and ’T’. The reason of using two characters is explained
with probabilities. Supposing that all symbols on the channel are equiprobable, the prob-
ability of two consecutive symbols to appear in this order is 12n where n is the number of
bits dedicated to synchronization. In the case of one byte, eight bits, this probability is
3, 906·10−3. The implication of it is that every 256 bytes sent on the channel this combi-
nation is going to appear with the possibility to alter the behaviour of the system, hence,
it is considered not enough. With two bytes this probability turns to 15, 258·10−6 which
is one time every 65,5KBytes and widely accepted as enough since long time ago in other
protocols as BiSync[15].
When it is preassumed that all symbols are equiprobable the election of them becomes
something purely arbitrary and in this system is an acronym of Orfanic Telemetry.
4.1.2 Synchronization error sources
However it is unlikely to happen system is going to face situations in which the synchro-
nization word appears unexpectedly.
On one hand, the synchronization word might appear as a part of another communi-
cation in the same channel by chance. As soon as receivers read it, undesired following
information is started to be gathered. Solution arises on the next field in which receiver
distinguish whether it is the owner of that information or not. If the address does not
match with the receiver, this one determines that has collected an unwanted frame and
rejects it. Then it waits until the next word. However, it can not be omitted the worse
case in which information coming next to the fake synchronization word is coinciding with
the address. Calculated in the same way, it might happen with probability 232, 83·10−12
1The wireless band used is the either 433MHz or 868 MHz which is of public usage.
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Figure 4.2: Representation of fake synchronization cases on the channel
Figure 4.3: Representation of address field
which is considered almost impossible, but in that case consequences would be to lose as
many frames as the next field, the fake length, would overlap with true information.
On the other hand, that word might appear inside the desired frame as a part of
information. This case does not consist any problem because once receivers have been
synchronized to the frame they stop searching for the next word until the frame is finished.
This information is included in the field length as a part of the message. Both cases are
represented on figure 4.2.
4.2 Address
Address field is a unique identification number inside the system for each terminal. The
importance of this filed to come just after synchronization is to ensure that not other
devices are processing useless information and it also helps to filter fake synchronization
words as it has been explained before.
There are two bytes dedicated to addressing: the low one which is called group address
and is set by a DIP switch, and the high one which is a exclusive identification number of
each device and it is configured by software. This consideration is done in order to allow
aircrafts to have more than one Orfanic system mounted and only one of them transmitting.
Therefore, group address defines a common number for all these devices, and individual
address diﬀerentiates each one of them as it is shown in figure 4.3.
4.2.1 Address guidelines
In downlink case, each device fill this field with its own address and it is the station that
has to be configured beforehand with devices connected on it.
In uplink case, station has three diﬀerent possibilities of addressing regarding the
amount of receivers involved. Firstly, addressing to a specific device among various in-
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Channel Receiver
Group Address
(low byte)
Identification number
(high byte)
Downlink Station
Group number of
aircraft
Specific number of device
Uplink
Specific device
among others in an
aircraft
Group number of
aircraft
Specific number of device
Uplink
All devices
mounted on an
aircraft
Group number of
aircraft
0
Uplink
All aircrafts
(broadcast)
255 0
Table 4.1: Addressing system
side the same aircraft the value must have both: group address and identification number.
Secondly, in case that a frame must be received by all devices inside same aircraft, only
specifying group number is enough2. And finally, a frame can be broadcasted to all air-
crafts, and as consequence to all devices, filling group address with 255. Summary of this
explanation is provided in the table 4.1.
4.3 Length
Length contains the number of bytes inside the payload. This field is important in Orfanic
system in order to determine the end of frames, however, there are other techniques to
make this distinction.
4.3.1 Start and stop bit
Start and stop bit is a technique to determine unequivocally the presence of new frames
in serial transmission protocols. It is based on including signals which inform receivers the
beginning and ending of each message. The start pattern serves to prepare the receiving
mechanism in order to start symbol’s reception and registration, and the stop pattern
serves to bring the receiving mechanism to rest in preparation for the reception of the next
symbol. Thereby, being established beforehand all channel parameters such as speed of
transmitting, receivers are able to receive frames with unspecified length.
An example of extended protocol which uses this mechanisms is HDLC (see figure 4.4)
used partially in X.25 and ISDN. Being such a wide and complex protocol, versions based
on it are more frequently used as SDLC, LAP-B, LAP-D and Point-to-Point Protocol[16].
2Notice that in case of only one device on an airplane group number is enough to identify to be identified.
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Figure 4.4: Example of start/stop protocol: HDLC
4.3.2 Fixed length cell structure
The technique is based on time-division multiplexing. TDM, allow multiple communica-
tions simultaneously apparently overlapped in one channel, but are physically taking turns
on it. The time domain is divided into several recurrent timeslots of fixed length, one for
each sub-channel. Once time slots are defined it must be defined an encoding of data into
this fixed-sized cells.
In this particular way of communication it must be a previous agreement of which slot
can be used by every transmitter on the channel. Once it is set, there is a continuous
stream of data without separation marks. Two unusual cases arise from this definition:
messages which are shorter than longitude of cells and vice versa. The case in which a
message is longer than cells, transmitter splits it up and sends it through diﬀerent cells.
Afterwards, it belongs to receiver to rebuild it again with information provided on the
headings. The opposite case is more simply in which the rest of cell remains empty[17].
An example of this technique is used in ATM.
4.3.3 Length field
The methodology in this system consists on adding the message’s length as a part of it
allowing frames to have variable size. Afterwards, receiver just have to read that value and
consider that whatever comes next belong to this message. Consequently, this value must
be located on the frame before the variable size part of it, but after the fields which enable
to ensure the reception of the message.
In this system, only payload has a variable size whereas the rest is fixed, hence there
is no point on storing this data as well. As a result, the value is only including payload’s
length. The minimum value is 2 bytes considering that data field is empty, and its maxi-
mum is 65535 which corresponds to the biggest number able to represent with two bytes.
It is been chosen 65,5KBytes as maximum due to, on common running of system, majority
of frames are not exceeding it. However, in case of need a layer on the protocol specifies
to split those frames up and rebuild them in reception.
The reason to have chosen this technique is that provides a lot of versatility being such
simple as just increasing frame’s length a little bit. Moreover, it is wide tested due to it is
used in a lot of protocols as IP or MPLS.
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Figure 4.5: Payload structure
4.4 Payload
Payload is the part of every message in which is included the real information desired to
be sent. However, as it has been explained in the previous chapter, this information varies
substantially depending on the aim of each message.
In order to do this diﬀerentiation, it is subdivided internally into other fields as it is
shown in the figure 4.5. Message type is the value identifying the kind of message which
belongs to, and message subtype defines the specific message inside the range of a type.
Finally, data is a variable length slot which contains all amount of information of that sort
of message.
As there is a strong relationship between these three fields, the explanation concerning
their functionality and their detailed description, is given next all together.
In all descriptions is provided a brief explanation of message’s purpose and a table
including exact position of information inside the payload, type of variables and its de-
scription.
4.4.1 Acknowledgement messages
ACK messages are responsible to give the feedback about incoming communications from
the station. (See table 4.2). Possible messages are:
Slot description Byte oﬀset Variable type
Type: Acknowledge 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Acknowledge 1 Unsigned byte
Message 2 Unsigned byte
Table 4.2: Acknowledgement message description
• Satisfactorily delivered: The previous message has been correctly delivered and its
checksum count was the expected. Reception of this message by the station en-
sures that previous action was successfully executed and enables to continue uplink
communication with other instructions.
• Invalid checksum: The previous message has been delivered but its checksum count
was wrong. After receiving this message the station attempt to resend again the
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previous message until a successful ACK is received. After a specified number of
attempts it is considered that it is been a worse problem on channel and the com-
munication is interrupted in order to solve it or enable the possibility to send other
messages.
• Unknown message: Unspecified information which fits Orfanic’s specifications has
been received but the frame is unrecognizable or it does not match to any of the
definitions.
• Error : Any event which interrupts communication or aﬀects device’s working is
labelled as general error. Although the protocol to follow by the station is the same
as when the ACK is not successful, some consecutive error messages aware users that
it might have been an error on device.
4.4.2 Configuration messages
Configuration messages allow user to set remotely new parameters concerning the commu-
nication with the device.
• Default Configuration message: Load the default device configuration of every pa-
rameter from the microprocessor’s internal flash memory. No data is needed in this
kind of message, with only recognising it receiver starts its operations. See table 4.3.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Default configuration 1 Unsigned byte
Table 4.3: Default configuration message description
• Save Configuration message: Save the current device configuration of every param-
eter into a non-volatile internal memory. No data is needed in this kind of message,
with only recognising it receiver starts its operations. See table 4.4.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Save configuration 1 Unsigned byte
Table 4.4: Save configuration message description
• Device Address message: Change the current device address. As information in these
messages are given also the default and old addresses in order to do some verifications
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before establishing the new one. See table 4.5. All addresses sent are unsigned short.
However, as it has been explained in section 4.2, the lowest byte of addresses in
devices are set by a DIP switch which can not be changed by software. Hence, this
part is of value is sent to be redundant but is ignored in reception.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Device Address 1 Unsigned byte
Old device address 2 Unsigned short
New device address 4 Unsigned short
Default device address 6 Unsigned short
Table 4.5: Change device address message description
• Time and date message: Set time and date values on the device. See table 4.6.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Time and date 1 Unsigned byte
Seconds (UTC time) 2 Unsigned byte
Minutes (UTC time) 3 Unsigned byte
Hours (UTC time) 4 Unsigned byte
Day (1-31) 5 Unsigned byte
Month 6 Unsigned byte
Day of week 7 Unsigned byte
Year (00-99) which corresponds from 2000 to 2099 8 Unsigned byte
Table 4.6: Set time and date message description
• Configure messages: Allows user to define characteristics of messages sent by the
device. Devices do not start to send any kind of message unless they have been
configured beforehand using this one. In order to configure messages, it has to
be provided information such as: type and subtype of the message to set, and its
periodicity in case it is wanted to be received repeatedly. Moreover, depending on
specifications, it is possible to save all messages to an external memory and send
them through diﬀerent ports which can be connected to diﬀerent interfaces. See
table 4.7.
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Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Message 1 Unsigned byte
Message type to be configured 2 Unsigned byte
Message subtype to be configured 3 Unsigned byte
Enable periodicity to messages 4 Unsigned byte
Poll message; 0 reserved 5 Unsigned byte
Message period (X · 100ms); 0 device default 6 Unsigned byte
Save message to external device memory 7 Unsigned byte
Output port number (1-255); 0 message disable 8 Unsigned byte
Output port number (1-255); 0 message disable ... Unsigned byte
Output port number (1-255); 0 message disable x Unsigned byte
Table 4.7: Message configuration description
• Configure ports: Allow user to configure each device’s port independently. Parame-
ters to set are port baud rate and possible port mirrors which allow system replicas
to be in use together. These operations also have to be done in parallel with message
configuration during the set up procedure. See table 4.8.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Port 1 Unsigned byte
Port number 2 Unsigned byte
Port baud rate: 0 default - 9,6Kbps, 1 - 19,2Kbps, 2 -
38,4Kbps, 3 - 57,6Kbps, 4 - 115,2Kbps
3 Unsigned byte
Transparent channel 1 connect to port number 4 Unsigned byte
Next transparent channel connect to port number ... Unsigned byte
Last transparent channel connect to port number x Unsigned byte
Table 4.8: Port configuration description
• Firmware reset : Set the default firmware on the device. This version of the firmware
is stored on the external memory and it is loaded without any need of data sent
through the message as it can bee seen on table 4.9.
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Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Configuration 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Reset 1 Unsigned byte
Table 4.9: Firmware reset message description
4.4.3 Firmware messages
Firmware messages interact over the firmware installed on the device.
• Bootloader : Open bootloader3. In every operation concerning the dealing with
firmware, bootloader must be opened in advance. No data is needed in this op-
eration. See table 4.10.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Firmware 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Bootloader 1 Unsigned byte
Table 4.10: Bootloader message description
• Update: Sets a new version of the firmware existing. Firmware is defined in Intel
Hex format4. See table 4.11.
• Verification: Makes a verification of the current firmware version. It is sent as a
package the current version and it is checked on device. See table 4.11.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Firmware 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Update / Verification 1 Unsigned byte
Page address 2 Unsigned integer
Page size: 0 - 256bytes, 1 - 512bytes, 2 - 1024bytes 6 Unsigned byte
Page code 7 Packet size * U byte
Table 4.11: Update firmware and verification firmware messages description
3A bootloader is a simple software which has not fully functionalities of an operative system and it is
designed exclusively to deal with its code saved in memory.
4Hexadecimal object file format is a way of representing an absolute binary object file in ASCII having
been in use since the 1970s.
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4.4.4 Diagnostic messages
In this group of messages is included all the diagnostics that device is able do about itself.
• Device addresses identification: A message containing all kind of addresses on each
device. Although their definition is done with unsigned shorts, both, system and
device addresses have stored a byte value. System address contains the group address
defined manually on each airplane whereas device address has the current address
value of each device. Moreover, it is sent the factory address of each device. See
table 4.12.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Device addresses identification 1 Unsigned byte
System address 2 Unsigned short
Device address 4 Unsigned short
Default device address 6 Unsigned short
Table 4.12: Device addresses identification message description
• Device software identification: A message containing current versions of the software
and bootloader operating on devices. Delimiters are used in order to separate each
field on the message. See table 4.13.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Device software identification 1 Unsigned byte
Delimiter 2 Unsigned byte
Bootloader version (as a string) 3 Unsigned short
Delimiter ... Unsigned byte
Application version (as a string) ... String
Delimiter ... Unsigned byte
Lock bits (as a string) ... String
Delimiter ... Unsigned byte
Fuse bits (as a string) ... String
Delimiter x Unsigned byte
Table 4.13: Device software identification message description
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• Device hardware identification: A message containing all data concerning the identifi-
cation of hardware mounted on the airplane. This data is processor’s type, signature
and serial number, see table 4.14.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Device software identification 1 Unsigned byte
Delimiter 2 Unsigned byte
Processor type (as a string) 3 String
Delimiter ... Unsigned byte
Processor signature (as a string) ... String
Delimiter ... Unsigned byte
Processor serial number (as a string) ... String
Delimiter x Unsigned byte
Table 4.14: Device hardware identification message description
• Power diagnostic: Contains the analysis of power supplies on device and consump-
tion. Describing codes identifies: main power voltage, back up voltage, digital 5V
supply, digital 3,3V supply and analogical 3,3V supply. See table 4.15.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Power 1 Unsigned byte
Voltage code 1 2 Unsigned byte
Voltage value 1 (mV) 3 Unsigned short
... ... ...
Voltage code N ... Unsigned byte
Voltage value N (mV) x Unsigned short
Table 4.15: Power diagnostic message description
• Self test: Contains descriptions of test that device is able to do of itself. Procedures of
each test are identified by codes and also they results are given into this mechanism.
See table 4.16.
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Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Self Test 1 Unsigned byte
Message part number 2 Unsigned byte
Total message parts count 3 Unsigned byte
Device (unit) under test code 4 Unsigned byte
Test result 5 Unsigned byte
... ... ...
Device (unit) under test code ... Unsigned byte
Test result x Unsigned byte
Table 4.16: Self test message description
• Information: These messages include information about records of certain events.
They are composed by a time stamp indicating the precise time of the event and the
code describing it. See table 4.17.
Descriptions are split between general information, warnings and errors. General
information is given as a consequence of the system start-up. Warnings arise when
device detects low battery or other sources which are grouped to a general alert.
Finally, errors are produced when the message generation is too fast to be sent or
saved, and when some variable is measured in a too high frequency that messages
can not be created. These are both two diﬀerent codes for errors and, there is a third
general error message.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Information 1 Unsigned byte
Milliseconds of minute (Synchronized with UTC Time) 2 Unsigned byte
Seconds (UTC Time) 4 Unsigned byte
Minutes (UTC Time) 5 Unsigned byte
Hours (UTC Time) 6 Unsigned byte
Day 7 Unsigned byte
Month 8 Unsigned byte
Year 9 Unsigned byte
Event code 10 Unsigned byte
Table 4.17: Information message description
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• Ports setting diagnostic: Diagnosis of current port’s configuration. Information pro-
vided consists on baud rate of each port and how are they redirected if there exist
mirrors. See table 4.18.
Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Ports diagnostic 1 Unsigned byte
Message part number 2 Unsigned byte
Total message parts count 3 Unsigned byte
Number of port into analysis 4 Unsigned byte
Port’s baud rate 5 Unsigned byte
Redirection to port number 6 Unsigned byte
... ... Unsigned byte
Number of port into analysis ... Unsigned byte
Port’s baud rate ... Unsigned byte
Redirection to port number x Unsigned byte
Table 4.18: Ports diagnostic message description
• Messages setting diagnostic: Current status of message’s configuration. For each
message configured is given periodicities of sending to every port and its memory
saving status.
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Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Message diagnostic 1 Unsigned byte
Message part number 2 Unsigned byte
Total message parts count 3 Unsigned byte
Message record length 4 Unsigned byte
Type of message into analysis 5 Unsigned byte
Subtype of message into analysis 6 Unsigned byte
Periodicity of the message enabled in port 1 7 Unsigned byte
... ... Unsigned byte
Periodicity of the message enabled in port N ... Unsigned byte
Saving message to memory status ... Unsigned byte
Period duration ... Unsigned byte
... ... Unsigned byte
Type of message into analysis ... Unsigned byte
Subtype of message into analysis ... Unsigned byte
Periodicity of the message enabled in port 1 ... Unsigned byte
... ... Unsigned byte
Periodicity of the message enabled in port N ... Unsigned byte
Saving message to memory status ... Unsigned byte
Period duration x Unsigned byte
Table 4.19: Information message description
4.4.5 Navigation messages
Navigation messages carry the desired information about positioning. This information
can be provided in many combinations depending on the application’s necessities.
All combinations of messages have two diﬀerent parts: a first one consisting on a time
stamp indicating when the measure has been taken and a second one with all measurements.
Time stamp is a value including only the milliseconds in which the frame has been created.
If it is possible, this time is synchronized with GPS time of the week broadcasted by
satellites, and so is added as information. In addition, TS apart from determine time, is
also used as a sequential number to be able to sort subsequently all frames. Hence, in the
beginning of every communication, it is need to be sent a full time and date message (See
table 4.20) in order to give an origin to all time stamp. This message is been repeated
periodically every five minutes.
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Slot description Byte Oﬀset Variable type
Type: Diagnostic 0 Unsigned byte
Subtype: Time and date 1 Unsigned byte
Milliseconds of minute (Synchronized with UTC Time) 2 Unsigned short
Seconds (UTC Time) 4 Unsigned byte
Minutes (UTC Time) 5 Unsigned byte
Hours (UTC Time) 6 Unsigned byte
Day 1-31 7 Unsigned byte
Month 8 Unsigned byte
Day of week 9 Unsigned byte
Year 00-99 (2000-2099) 10 Unsigned byte
Flags indicating time synchronization with GPS or RTC 11 Unsigned byte
Table 4.20: Time and date message description
Navigation messages are being sent with the periodicity established with the configu-
ration messages. It is an advantage of the application to know this periodicity beforehand
because it enables to guess when downlink frames are lost.
4.4.5.1 Navigation message combinations
System is integrated by two angular rate sensors, two gyro force sensor, a GPS receiver,
a barometric pressure sensor, a temperature sensor and an angular rate magnetic field
sensor. Each one, with its own periodicity, is continuously sending measurements to the
main unit which processes them and elaborates the message.
Detailed structure of every fundamental message is given in tables 4.21 and 4.22. Fol-
lowing, the enumeration shows all available combination of data incorporating both sources.
• TS, Full Time and Date (UTC)
Full time and date message sent at the beginning of every communication and repeated
periodically every five minutes in order to give a time origin to the time stamps.
• TS, Acceleration sensor 1, Acceleration sensor 2, Internal temperature.
Message including acceleration on three axis with range of measurements and flags. Tem-
perature is included on this message and most of the other because reliability of measure-
ments have a strong dependence on it.
• TS, Rotation sensor 1, Rotation sensor 2, Internal temperature.
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GPS data Var. type GPS data Var. type
Status of GPS receiver ECEF Navigation velocity
Antenna status U byte GPS Millisecond Week Time U Integer
Antenna current power status U byte ECEF X velocity Integer
ECEF Y velocity Integer
ECEF Navigation Positioning ECEF Z velocity Integer
GPS Millisecond Week Time U Integer Speed accuracy estimation U Integer
ECEF X coordinate Integer Number of satellites used U Byte
ECEF Y coordinate Integer
ECEF Z coordinate Integer NED velocity
Position accuracy estimation U Integer GPS Millisecond Week Time U Integer
NED North velocity Integer
Geographic coordinates positioning NED East velocity Integer
GPS Millisecond Week Time U Integer NED Down velocity Integer
Longitude Integer Speed (3D) U Integer
Latitude Integer Ground speed (2D) U Integer
Height above Ellipsoid Integer Heading (2D) Integer
Height above mean sea level Integer Speed accuracy estimation U Integer
Horizontal accuracy estimation U Integer Course accuracy estimation U Integer
Vertical accuracy estimation U Integer
GPS time
Navigation Status GPS Millisecond Week Time U Integer
GPS Millisecond Week Time U Integer GPS week (GPS time) Short
GPS fix type U Byte
Navigation status flags U Byte
Time to first fix U Integer
Milliseconds since start-up/reset U Integer
Table 4.21: GPS navigation messages description
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MEMS motion sensors Var. type Other sensors sources Var. type
Acceleration Internal temperature
Acceleration on X-axis Short Temperature of sensors Short
Acceleration on Y-axis Short
Acceleration on Z-axis Short Digital temperature sensors
Measurements range U Byte Internal temperature Short
Flags Bitfield External temperature 1 Short
External temperature 2 Short
Rotation
Rotation on X-axis Short Barometric sensor
Rotation on Y-axis Short Barometric pressure Short
Rotation on Z-axis Short
Measurements range U Byte Analogical inputs
Flags Bitfield Analogical input 1 Short
Analogical input 2 Short
Other sensor sources Analogical input 3 Short
Magnetometer Analogical input 4 Short
Magnetometer on X-axis Short Analogical input 5 Short
Magnetometer on Y-axis Short Analogical input 6 Short
Magnetometer on Z-axis Short Analogical input 7 Short
Measurements range U Byte
Flags Bitfield Digital inputs
Digital inputs 1- 8 Byte
Table 4.22: Sensors messages description
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Message including measurements of rotation on three axis with range of measurements and
flags.
• TS, Acceleration sensor 1, Acceleration sensor 2, Rotation sensor 1, Rotation sensor
2, Internal temperature.
Message with all parameters provided by motion sensors.
• TS, Geographic coordinates positioning.
GPS data message with positioning through geographic coordinates.
• TS, ECEF navigation positioning.
GPS data message with positioning through ECEF5 coordinates.
• TS, Barometric sensor.
Message with information concerning barometric pressure measurements.
• TS, Magnetometer sensor, Internal temperature.
Magnetometers also measure airplanes’ inclination but through Earth magnetic field. This
three axis measurements are included on this message.
• TS, Digital temperature sensors.
Message including internal temperature of the motion processing unit and two external
thermometers.
• TS, Analogical inputs.
Message containing information from devices connected to analogical inputs.
• TS, Digital inputs.
Information coming from 8bit digital input.
• TS, GPS Time, Navigation status (only Navigation status flags), ECEF navigation
positioning, ECEF navigation positioning.
GPS data including ECEF coordinates positioning and ECEF navigation velocity with
parameters regarding accuracy and number of satellites used in order to gather this data.6
5ECEF means Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed and is a Cartesian coordinate system over the Earth where
the (0,0,0) represents its centre of mass.
6GPS time of the week is only included once at the beginning inside GPS time.
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• TS, ECEF navigation velocity (without number of satellites used)
Message only including velocities over ECEF coordinates system calculated in the GPS
module. Generally, speed provided by GPS data is less precise than MEMS sensors, how-
ever, it might be useful to use it in case the microprocessor is overloaded due to this is
calculated in the same GPS module.
• TS, NED velocity.
Message including speed data in NED coordinate system7.
• TS, Navigation status, Status of GPS receiver.
Message providing data concerning status of GPS module. Enables to check validity of
data coming from GPS.
4.4.6 Extended navigation messages
Information on these messages comprises all data provided by extension cards connected
on the unit. It is not necessary for the proper work of the positioning system to include
this features but it might be quite useful for some applications.
As a result of this, it is pointless to define a general format of data here because it
depends on the specific content of each application to determine its fields and length of
them.
4.5 Checksum
Transmission of information between devices is subject to errors that arise from environ-
mental disturbances and hardware malfunction, checksum is a scheme for detecting the
errors of data which can occur during this transmission. Also, it is the name given to this
computed data which is sent together as a field of that frame.
In this system its position is relegated to the end of the frame but it is just a matter
of programming convenience due to it could be positioned anywhere after the address.
4.5.1 Definition
A checksum consists of a fixed number of bits computed as a function of the data to be
protected and added to it. To detect errors the same checksum algorithm is recomputed
on reception and results are compared with the sent data, if the checksums match, data
has been almost certainly not altered[18][19].
7NED are local North, East, Down coordinates. They are defined as X-axis pointing to north, Y-axis
to east and Z pointing down.
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It is up to the system to determine how to behave when an error is been detected.
If the specific data of a wrong message is relevant and exists a relatively inexpensive
reverse channel, the best solution can be the use some method for a retransmission like
ARQ. However, not all kinds of communication allow it. As an example, situations where
broadcasting in multiple receivers or long distance satellite communications. Here should
be considered a solution based on other techniques as FEC which can fit better.
Checksums in Orfranic frame is calculated over the whole frame excluding synchroniza-
tion parameters and address as it is shown in the figure (Figure 4.1).
4.5.2 Weak checksums
An excellent checksum algorithm will provide diﬀerent values when data has been cor-
rupted, hence, having diﬀerent computed checksums highly ensure the presence of an error.
Simplest checksum algorithms which are based only on addition, are easy to implement
and can be executed eﬃciently on any microcontroller. However, with such a simplicity,
many common kind of errors are going to go unnoticed. The first weakness of a simple
checksum consists on the irrelevance of the order of blocks in which checksum is calculated,
diﬀerent order of the same data will generate the same checksum. The second weakness
falls on the number of bits used to express it, being a modular addition the universe of
values can be small. As a example, a 8-bit checksum has only 255 diﬀerent possible values
so random data has about 0.4% probability of having the same checksum as others.
4.5.3 Algorithms
4.5.3.1 Parity bit
Parity bit is the easiest way to implement an error code detection over a protected data.
It determinates, by set beforehand, whether the number of “1” on a entire block of data
is odd or even with the addition of one bit. Errors are detected when this additional bit
does not satisfy parity rule.
Parity bit neither allows correcting a wrong frame nor establishing where the corrupted
bit is located, in any case frame has to be discarded and retransmitted. Moreover, in very
noisy channels it is vulnerable to double errors due to parity not changing. However, both,
the increase of bandwidth and resources destined to its calculation, are minimum.
There are many correct implementations of code to generate parity bit but perhaps one
of the most eﬃcient way is to compute it as a exclusive or tree as it is shown in the figure
4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Parity bit tree algorithm
Generator
Common Name r Polynomial Hex
CRC-12 12 x12 +x11 +x3 +x2 +x+1 80F
CRC-16 16 x16 +x15 +x2 +1 8005
CRC-CCITT 16 x16 +x12 +x5 +1 1021
CRC-32 32
x32 +x26 +x23 +x22 +x16+x12 + x11 +x10 +x8
+x7 +x5 +x4 +x2 +x+1
04C11DB7
Table 4.23: Generator Polynomials of some CRC Codes
4.5.3.2 CRC
The cyclic redundancy check, or CRC, is a diﬀerent technique for detecting errors in digital
data but is still not able to make corrections when these errors are detected. CRC is based
on division instead of addition. The error detection capabilities of a CRC make it a
much stronger checksum and, therefore, often worth the price of additional computational
complexity. However, this complexity might not be handled by some devices in a real time
application which compute it by software[20].
It is beyond the scope of this document to explain the ground mathematics of CRC or
even give the explanation of the proper election of a Generator polynomial, but in general,
the idea consists to interpret data as a m degree polynomial and divide it by another
one8 of degree r as many times as needed to achieve a remainder one of degree r-1. The
remainder polynomial has r coeﬃcients which are the checksum9. See table 4.23 of some
CRC standards Generator polynomials.
8Divisor polynomial is called Generator polynomial.
9Note that m>r and the degree of the remainder polynomial can be less than r-1 but the number of
coeﬃcients is always r.
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Algorithm 4.1 Fletcher algorithm
CK_A = 0 , CK_B = 0 ;
f o r ( i =0; i<N; i++)
{
CK_A = CK_A + Buf f e r [ i ] ;
CK_B = CK_B + CK_A;
}
G =

1 0 0 0 | 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 | 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 | 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 | 0 1 1

Figure 4.7: Hamming (7,4) generator matrix
4.5.3.3 Fletcher algorithm
Fletcher checksum, developed by J. G. Fletcher in the late 1970s, is an addition based
checksum which aim is to provide error properties approaching CRC but with lower com-
putational eﬀort. The algorithm, divide data into small blocks of bits and compute its
modular sum. In addition, it avoids the weaknesses associated to this kind of checksums
by adding the second sum.
On algorithm 4.1 it is a basic idea of implementation over a data represented by
Buﬀer[N]. The two CK_X values must be 8-bit unsigned integers. If implementing with
larger-sized integer values, has to be ensured to mask both with 0xFF after both operations
in the loop.
4.5.4 FEC
Forward Error Correction is an extended technique of an ordinary checksum. The basic
diﬀerence between them lies in how these mechanisms handle errors. Whereas checksum
is just able to determine when an error has occurred, FEC is even capable to determinate
the location of these errors and correct a exact amount of them.
FEC works by adding redundancy to the transmitted information using a predetermined
algorithm. As an example, a simply FEC algorithm can consist on transmit the same bit
three times and decide it’s value averaging it. The first real FEC algorithm is the Hamming
(7,4) code introduced in 1950, which is able to correct on bit error or detect two. (See
figure 4.7)
Nowadays, advanced lines of investigation distinguish between two main categories of
FEC codes: convolutional codes and block codes. The basic diﬀerence between them
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without getting into deep on their algorithms is that block codes process information as a
entire groups of data bytes and convolutional codes use current bytes in addition to some
of the previous calculations allowing to make the algorithm recursive.
It is not hard to make an easy assessment of FEC in front of checksum algorithms as
far as it is understood that their potential is stronger. However, ensuring better quality
of received data, which is a synonym of reducing BER, is paid by increasing bandwidth.
Hence, availability of retransmission and the computational eﬀort associated to implement
it are basic parameters of the choice.[21]
4.5.5 Checksum algorithm selection
In order to determine the best way to calculate checksum it has to be in consideration
which is the most likely length of the frame, which is the cost of a retransmission and how
valuable is the information on each kind of message.
It is assumed that, all messages concerning configuration, firmware and diagnostic
are the most unlikely to be sent. Some of them are needed once or even never in each
communication and, the most likely ones are navigation and acknowledgement. These
both messages have a short length ranging values from 11 bytes to a maximum of 40 bytes
hence, it is pointless to add lots of redundancy otherwise bandwidth would be substantially
reduced.
Wireless channel bands used are either 433MHz or 868MHz in the ISM band. License
in ISM band is public and its usage very popular nowadays and the standard defines
CSMA/CA as a protocol to access the media. Distances covered on this link are variable
as a function of the movement of the aircraft but always enclosed to a determinate area so
having line of sight is expected.
These two points leads to the conclusion that, although FEC methods almost guaranties
the incorruptibility of data, in this context are not cost-eﬀective. The choice of Fletcher
algorithm for checksum can be reasoned from two points of view: computational cost on
the device and how important is to gather properly all messages.
Atmel ATxmega128A1 microcontroller on the aircraft is responsible to deal with all
interfaces, memory access and sensors at the same time in between others. Currently, it is
working in average around the 70% of its capabilities. Usage of techniques as CRC would
enlarge that value enough that possible burst of work would be able to overload it.
Moreover, positioning system can operate losing a small percentage of Navigation mes-
sages. Inertial sensors are capable to provide a sampling rate of 100Hz whereas GPS is able
of 10Hz. These values allow the system to function because of it is set that a transmission
rate between 5 and 10 Hz is enough. It is assumed that, due to the noise characteristics
of the channel, Fletcher is enough to guarantee a proper amount of non-corrupted data.
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However, in case of a noise burst and Fletcher failure, it is considered that a loss of 1
entire second of synchronization doesn’t damage the system. This fact, again reaﬃrms
that overload the microprocessor with CRC calculation is unnecessary.
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Chapter 5
Software description
This chapter provides an overall and brief description about our implementation of the
software.
5.1 Graphical interface
A first consideration done is to have chosen Visual C# as a programming language. Visual
C# is an object-oriented programming language that is designed for building a variety of
applications that run on the .NET Framework. This gives the opportunity to create graph-
ical interfaces, which provides users a more comfortable way to deal with communication’s
parameters to be set. Moreover, it has already implemented several libraries which, for
instance, can deal with serial port or allow multithreading.
The designed view has three diﬀerent conceptual parts: a first one which concerns
about the status of the chosen serial port and its baud rate value, a second which handles
the sending settings of a new message by users, and a last, consisting in two panels which
shows data in order the user see messages’ interaction. (See figure 5.1)
5.2 Encapsulation
It has been taken the consideration of defining together all frame’s fields of information
in a class and, to be coherent on internal operations, it is done as a byte or an array of
them. As it is the main basic data to process, this separation allows interaction with this
information clearly and independently of its origin. In this class are defined methods such
as the calculation of checksum or the creation of a single frame structure. As a result,
every time that a new frame is processed or received, this corresponds to the generation of
a new instance of that class.
Then, there is another essential class which is the one dealing with serial port. This
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Figure 5.1: Graphical interface
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class must implement methods in order to open, close, send and receive, but essentially,
here it is implemented all the protocol. Hence, all these basic actions are conditioned to
this model.
Finally, there must exist the class handling this graphical interface which only delegates
operations and also it has been considered to add a library with all constants.
5.3 Data flow
In order to manage real time communications at the same time as user’s interaction with
the interface, it is been implemented a solution based on multithreading. Multithreading
allow to create processes that are always repeating procedures almost independently and
consequently, managing all possible events. The mechanism used to keep them all into
synchronization is semaphores.
In the design of this communication module it has been considered to divide actions on
three main events, ones done by user, the controlling of sending and the handle of receiving.
As a result, it is defined three threads. Moreover, there is a fourth thread devised to process
received information once disassembled and verified, however, it is beyond the scope of this
thesis to be implemented. In this software it is set in order to allow future implementation
of subsequent modules.
In the figure 5.2 it is shown how threads interact between them follow the protocol
described. Here, it is distinguished each thread with a diﬀerent colour and, it must be
pointed out, that actions not belonging to this module are placed here in order to give a
reference to this future work.
5.3.1 Main thread
Main thread is responsible to deal with the graphical interface and is the one which handles
events coming from user. However, this becomes left on the background once the opening
of a serial port connection is completed successfully due to other threads are started. Even
though it continues with same functionalities, all events and operations are delegated.
Afterwards, it is responsible to close this port session killing all threads previously created.
5.3.2 Write thread
Write thread is responsible to send data through serial port.
Once started, this thread waits until some data is wanted to be sent. In consequence,
it must convert all gathered data into byte format, calculate its length and checksum pa-
rameters and, create a single array structure. Transmission allowance depends on whether
system is expecting an ACK from previous communications or it has been reached the
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of processes
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maximum amount of retransmissions. Having the message sent, it is evaluated whether is
necessary to be replied an ACK or no1. If it does not, write thread is ready to send another
message. Otherwise, it waits until this is received or the timeout expires which means that
some of these messages has become lost, in case of failure it is attempted to retransmit.
5.3.3 Read thread
Read thread is responsible to receive and organize data from serial port.
This thread does not depend on any synchronization method programmed by user, it
executes a method already implemented in the .NET Framework which is thrown when
there is some data available on the serial port buﬀer. When data is received, it looks for the
first pattern ’OT’, and once found, it is very important to see how many bytes is it going
to read next. Being contained the length value slot on information available, read thread
checks after if the recipient is correct, then if all message is going to be read, and proceeds.
If there is a setback on any of these steps, read thread waits again in order to receive
the information missing, with the exception of the address slot in which all information is
dropped until next ’OT’. Subsequently, received frame is disassembled, checksum algorithm
is applied and compared to the received one. When message received is an ACK, this
thread shares contained information with the write one and releases it. Afterwards, all
information, even bad received frames, is enqueued in order to other modules process these
data. Finally, it attempts to search more frames received together.
5.3.4 Process data thread
Process data thread is devised in this module to represent the future development of data
processing. Here, data received is only dequeued and displayed on the graphical interface.
Examples on future developments on server application can consist on data filtering, storage
to database or showing live navigation.
1Currently, all messages sent by station requires ACK but software is prepared in case of new specifi-
cations.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This report concerns the theoretical description of a protocol for aircraft’s communications
in the framework of aerobatics and the consequent implementation of a software. With
the information provided, the reader is capable to follow step by step how this software is
devised, understand and justify all considerations taken.
Concerning measuring systems on board, the aim of this section is to give the reader the
chance to understand how is the aircraft tracked and how these systems are currently work-
ing. Although it is irrelevant in terms of designing an operative protocol, it is important to
determine which information or which combinations of them users might be interested and
which are allowed in real time. For instance, other implementations of analogous protocols
on diﬀerent environments or channels, a variation of this message’s length or content could
aﬀect the overall throughput and consequently, viability of an entire system. Moreover, it
is considered of the reader’s interest to contextualize which is the goal to be solved and
give an interdisciplinary overview of the state-of-the-art technologies used to achieve it.
Chapter two aims to detail which are the rules in communications followed between
aircrafts and station. Following the same pattern, to achieve detail on the explanation it is
given to the reader a steadily approach by starting from some system diagrams to messages
types involved on the communication. This classification is very important in terms of
distributing roles and gives value to actions. Understanding which messages’ failure can
lead to system error, reader can figure out which actions must be considered in designing
the protocol. Furthermore, the reader must comprehend how ambiguities created by the
same design must be avoided or the preference on losing some downlink frames before
overload the channel and device’s microcontroller. Again, these considerations belong
to the framework in which Orfanic Telemetry is specified, the aim of these report is to
provide developers all these reasoned specifications for them to be capable to make proper
adjustments.
Then, the document focuses to the lowest level design of communication. In this
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chapter is given the specific organization of the information inside the frame, giving of
each field the definition of the role played inside the communication and considerations
that are necessary to be taken. In other words, here it is defined how are messages properly
delivered to their correct owners and which are mechanisms to identify every single message
and their reliability. The reader must notice that these considerations vary depending of
the field. Ones that are being chosen in between some commonly studied mechanisms such
as the inclusion of length or the checksum count algorithm, are justified by giving some
theory and reasons of their election, whereas the rest, belong to system description and it is
given possible consequences that might arise. Additional work on messages definition have
to consider every particular conditions in order to specify extended navigation messages.
These circumstances are going to be conditioned by other instrumental measurements
installed on specific aircrafts. However, it must be taken into account that not every
aircraft is going to allow this features.
Finally, it is given some considerations in order to develop the software. The idea of
this chapter is far away of trying to impose a procedure, here, the reader can extract an
idea how to go through with the issues concerning the design. In any case, it is not proved
to be the best solution or optimal algorithm but it fulfills its purpose. As an example,
the choice of Visual C# can be easily improved by implementing it on a multiplatform
programming language.
In conclusion, I feel satisfaction of having joined Orfanic project because it has been
such a demanding interdisciplinary thesis. As a result, I am proud to notice that I have a
strong background of concepts learned during the telecommunication degree and, interest-
ingly, this software development has allowed me to put this knowledge into practice. I was
already familiar with fields of study such as: protocol design, codification, error detection
or positioning systems, and it has been a method to reaﬃrm them and getting into details
of these topics. In addition, I found absorbing having to overcome every single step which
has lead me to new unknown obstacles. It has been a challenge to develop the software
in Visual C#, a language that I was not familiar with, even more after having attempted
unsuccessfully in Visual Basic which I had to learn from the beginning too. Furthermore,
I found a personal achievement to have also dealt with topics more strongly connected to
computer science or developing technical documentation in between others, which make
me feel capable to assimilate any new related content.
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Nomenclature
ACK Acknowledgement
ARQ Automatic Repeat Request
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
BER Bit Error Rate
CRC Cyclic redundancy check
CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance
DGPS Diﬀerential Global Positioning System
DSSS Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum
FEC Forward Error Correction
GPS Global Positioning System
HDLC High-Level Data Link Control
HOW Handover Word
IP Internet Protocol
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
ISM Industrial, Scientific and Medical band
LAP-B Link Access Protocol - Balanced
LAP-D Link Access Protocol for D-channel
MEMS Microelectromechanical System
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MEO Medium Earth orbit
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching
NAK Negative Acknowledgement
PRN Pseudorandom Noise
SBAS Satellite-Based Augmentation System
SDLC Synchronous Data Link Control
TDM Time-Division Multiplexing
TLM Telemetry Word
TS Time Stamp
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
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